- Stops high-velocity dust at transfer points.
- Made with wear-resistant polyurethane.
- Overlapping design provides double the protection against harmful fugitive dust.
- Grass skirting between urethane layers gives you extra layers to fill gaps.
- Custom-manufactured according to your width needs.
- 2’ long baffles of 1/4” polyurethane. Also available for heavy-duty applications (3/4” thick X 4’ long). Made to order on width.
- Also available in 4’ lengths for larger openings.
- Can be installed anywhere along conveyor.

Double layer of wear-resistant polyurethane traps and contains particles in transfer points.
CHUTE BAFFLES ARE MADE TO ORDER BASED ON WIDTH REQUIRED FOR THE APPLICATION. WHEN ORDERING PLEASE SPECIFY DIMENSION "X" IN THE DIAGRAM ABOVE.